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The Requirement

Ensuring performance and proper operation of the z/OS 
virtual tape infrastructure is mission critical. It is a tier of 
less expensive storage for mainframe jobs, but it also 
provides secure and reliable offline storage for “air-gap” 
data protection from malware, ransomware, internal 
and external threats, human errors, and natural 
disasters.

The Challenge

  Managing Health and RPO Compliance 
To protect the organization from these risks, companies 
invest in a complex and reliable z/OS virtual tape  
infrastructure. The health of this environment needs to 
be closely managed to prevent performance and capacity 
issues, as well as component and network failures. 
Important tasks like controlling the window for batch 
processing, ensuring synchronous local copies of the 
critical data, and assuring the recovery point objectives 
(RPO) of the remote data replication are met are  
essential to make sure the business data is truly  
protected as prescribed by the organization. 

  Detailed Data Analysis
Mainframe virtual tape systems provide extremely  
detailed operation measurement data, but the sheer 
amount makes it very difficult and time-consuming to 
properly assess health and policy compliance. The skills 
required to adequately interpret and analyze these vast 
amounts of measurement data are often in short supply, 
especially as key employees in this area retire. 

The IntelliMagic Solution

 Intelligent Virtual Tape Data Analytics
IntelliMagic is well-known for its intelligent IT operations 
analytics software, which has extensive support for 
today’s tape workloads and virtual tape hardware. 

 Experience Delivers Results
IntelliMagic’s world-class tape experts can provide 
services using this proven software technology to 
perform a comprehensive virtual tape health assessment 
including RPO compliance. This IntelliMagic service 
offering is the best way to accomplish the difficult task 
of assessing the health status of the entire Virtual Tape 
environment. 

For more details or to request a technical discussion, visit: lp.intellimagic.com/vts

This Service Offering provides: 

  Detailed profile of tape workloads 
  Deep review of performance, capacity,  

and replication status
  Statement of RPO compliance 
  Recommendations to address any issues or 

risks that are identified
  Hardware utilization metrics for IBM and 

Oracle Virtual Tape
  Configuration tuning and customization 

recommendations for IBM and Oracle Virtual 
Tape environments

  Assistance in grouping tape workloads by 
application where applicable

  Access to the software for interactive  
navigation of your operations data

  Option for continuous service monitoring  
by IntelliMagic specialists
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